Two sides of the same coin

Alongside having all the key players on board

being thrown around. It is important however

for a project, getting the 1-1 facetime with all

Michelle Wilkie talks to Jacqui Dabell about how Altruistic Ventures help to bridge the gap and de-silo
law firm departments for effective practice management.

to ensure that something isn’t being done

the stakeholders is equally important.

The

just because ‘all the cool kids are doing it’.

experience they receive when working on a

Technology options can also be in abundance

project is key. We have found that by giving

and it’s often difficult to see through the forest

them the time to process their thoughts and

of options. It could be said that a law firm

provide input into workshops or sessions is

needs to move with the times and continually

one of the most important components – it’s

change and innovate but they need to follow

almost like therapy. Through these workshops

through. Simply utilising buzzwords and tech

or sessions, our aim is to identify any problems

for outward effect and PR is ineffective. The

with the process and give them
ownership of the solution. It’s
important to be the point of
trust so they will share their
knowledge with us enabling

Transparency
with the client
is the most important

solutions to be found quicker.
The stakeholders are working at the ‘coal

impact of thoughtful, authentic
and tangible transformation
will be felt by the client.
How can we help to bridge
the gap between lawyers and

business services departments?

face’ so know the intricacies and nuances

What characteristic of a law firm helps you

that these differences are managed to ensure

to execute your role more affectively?

the success of projects. When working with law

of the firm and each department within

From my experience working in-house, the gap

it.

Law firms that prioritise transparency

between the legal and the business services

and openness both within the firm and

departments can be a tough one to bridge.

with consultants will see the best results.

Traditional law firms tend to be more difficult

firms it is important to have all the key players

If you were a brand what would your life

Every law firm has its own ingrained culture

on board and working towards the same goal,

motto be?

that has been created and expanded upon

otherwise our role becomes more challenging.

over the years by the partnership and each

Sometimes it’s a tough one to crack. Consultants

individual employee who has walked through

are sometimes painted with the ‘unnecessary

their doors. Along with a firm’s culture, the

resource’ brush - when I was in house I was

What do you think is the greatest threat to

most important feature of a law firm for me is

skeptical of consultants, however now that I am

law firm stagnation?

their openness to change and transformation.

on the other side and am contributing valuable

For some, change and transformation is a scary

knowledge and experience to law firms I can

Law firms are born into a world of tradition,

concept whereas others embrace it with open

see the benefit provided – so I understand both

precedents, acts and regulations and sometimes

arms. Even within firms you will find these

sides of the coin.

it is difficult to identify what is really important,

Nike – “Just Do it”

differences and it is part of our role to ensure

especially when there are so many buzzwords
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as there’s a lot of hierarchy and structure and

good and bad for the firm. On one hand the

with the firm for the entire journey. Being able

the billable hour is a primary focus. This bridge

competitiveness may improve firm performance

to see a project from the very beginning right

will take time to build however the foundations

as each department tries to outdo another.

through to implementation is very fulfilling as

can be to make the business service resources

However it can also lead to a silo effect whereby

a consultant and I love to take firms through

more efficient through tools like process re-

departments are not willing to share knowledge

that journey. To avoid the hypnotic halo effect

engineering which will in turn allow the

or clients internally. This turns into a larger

we interview the stakeholders to get clear

legal departments to operate more efficiently

risk for the firm as potentially departments are

guidelines for what they need so that we can

and provide additional value to their clients.

providing advice to clients in areas beyond their

source relevant information from vendors

expertise. To un-silo departments there needs

which align with their needs. There is a huge

to be a change in culture which is led from

demand for replacement of major ERP systems

the top. All employees, whether they be from

and finite resources with true capability in

legal or business services departments need to

this space – it’s a sell and dash. By working

appreciate that they are working towards the

together to gather requirements initially we

How can we help departments un-silo and

one goal. Whilst is it something that I used

can then guide clients through the range of

share knowledge and info?

to shy away from, team building is the most

offerings. With this key information the client

important aspect of a well-functioning law

is then able to make a financially wise decision

Over my years in the legal industry, I have

firm. Encouraging activities and opportunities

rather than a decision based purely on all the

seen firms create a culture of competitiveness

where everyone can socialise and work together

bells and whistles.

between their departments. This can be both

are valuable. From my experience working with

Star Wars or Star Trek?
Star Wars

the

biggest

How can Alt-V help firms get ahead during
Covid?
Many firms have recently been required to
rapidly change the way they work and the
underlying processes to adapt to the current

different law firms, I have seen first hand how

What’s

these team building activities are key in having

about legal management consultancies?

misunderstanding

a firm with one united goal.
There’s an assumption that consultancies
How can we help a firm through an RFP and

exist to run fancy workshops but not produce

ensure they are not hypnotised by the halo

any quantifiable output. Clients need to see

effect?

value for their money and this is true whether
it be a client of a law firm or a client of a legal

The RFP process is the start of a new journey for

management

a firm. Whist I have been involved with many

with the client is key to any consultancy

projects where I have commenced mid way

arrangement.

through a project, my preference, where possible,

with our clients, we evidence our work, are in

would be to work with the client right from

regular contact with our clients and provide

the beginning of the RFP process. By starting

markers throughout the project.

at the very start we can provide guidance and

of the project we like to take our clients on a

recommendations right from the start and work

journey and work hand in hand with them to
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ensure the success of their project.

consultancy.

Transparency

To ensure this transparency

Regardless

situation. The team at Alt-V are already adept
at remote global working and we have close
contacts with the vendors to ensure they are
providing adequate support to clients therefore
reducing anxiety and stress. Firms can leverage
our experience and contacts to ensure the new
world processes are efficient and meet the
needs of the firm. By being available for our
clients 24/7 we can guide them through this
unprecedented experience.
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